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When educators are called to examine racially disaggregated student achieve-
ment data, it is helpful to use prompts that explicitly drive their thinking and 
response to race. For example, if the goal is to better understand why Black, Brown, 
and Indigenous students are not excelling in reading, the questions should be, How 
does this particular reading program support the improved achievement of Black, 
Brown, and Indigenous students? It is insufficient to say “all students” when the 
data point to an achievement pattern of a particular racial group.

The long history of circumventing the conversation on race is connected to 
the use of “low-impact” language to address a “high-impact” phenomenon: Low-
impact language is too vague and insufficiently honest to get to the root of the 
problem. Because of this, traditional conversations about diversity have not erad-
icated racial achievement disparities. Consequently, educators need to create a 
professional learning climate and culture that supports the development of hon-
est dialogue about race, wherein educators can say what they mean and mean 
what they say. Table 8.2 shows examples of explicit language substitutes in which 
more traditional low-impact language is replaced with high-impact language that 
supports Courageous Conversation.

Table 8.2 Using Explicit Language Substitutes

Traditional 
Conversation Courageous Conversation 

Our school is 
becoming more and 
more diverse each year. 

We are noticing an annual increase in our 
populations of students of color and indigenous 
students. 

It is not their culture to 
disagree with the 
teacher. 

Brown families, more than Black and White 
families, are likely to view the teacher as a 
knowledgeable authority figure. 

The data show that 
some children did not 
meet proficiency goals. 

The data show that Southeast Asian students are 
failing. 

The teaching 
population is not 
reflective of our student 
population. 

All of our teachers are White, while 90% of our 
students are Black and Brown. 

Time

A powerful and productive conversation requires a high level of thinking and 
an equally high level of emotional investment. For this reason, a Courageous Con-
versation about race that substantially influences the way in which school leaders 
examine educational philosophies, policies, programs, and practices requires not 


